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Algerian Arabic Translation: 
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English translation: 

 
A: How did it [rai music] change from old days to nowadays? 
S: Uhmhm! 
A: In the old days and during, colonialism or “destruction”— Anyway, I call 
“destruction”— The rai music emerged during the French “destruction” in Algeria, and 
that was the old rai. Of course the topics then were social and political. The rai of today 
sort of became modern; there are many new musical instruments. Back then, there was 
darbouka

1, el-gasba and galal. Anyway, it has changed according to the times. You can 
find rai generally in Algeria, and a lot in France, and why so? This is because there are 
many Algerian immigrants as well as immigrants from North Africa: Algeria, Morocco 
or Tunisia, and so rai has spread to there. It is not [known] just in France, but also in 
Europe and even [other] Arab countries. For example, the song “Aisha” by Cheb Khaled 
who, I believe, has won some sort of award for this song, “Aisha.” I don’t exactly 
remember, but it was first or second or third place. But it was a big hit in Algeria, France 
and everywhere. There is also Cheb Mami, who has a song with Sting— 
S: Mmhmm! 
A: That song “Desert Rose,” which is a very nice song.  
 
 
 
 
                                                 
1 Darbouka is a type of drum played under one’s arm.  
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